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Abstract
The nonexistence of sharply t-transitive permutation sets of degree n with 4n− t t is proved.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let n ∈ N and Sn be the symmetric group of all permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let M() := {x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | (x) = x}
be the set of elements moved by  ∈ Sn and d(, ) := |M(−1)| be the Hamming distance of ,  ∈ Sn. Let D() :=
{d(, ) ∈ {0, 2, 3, . . . , n} | ,  ∈ } be the set of all appearing distances between the permutations of a subset  ⊆ Sn and put
D∗() := D()\{0}. If ,′ ⊆ Sn with D∗() ∩D∗(′)= ∅ then || · |′|n!, cf. Frankl and Deza [2].
Let t ∈ N with tn. A set  ⊆ Sn is called a sharply t-transitive permutation set of degree n iff for all pairwise distinct
x1, x2, . . . , xt and all pairwise distinct y1, y2, . . . , yt , there is exactly one  ∈  satisfying the t equations (xi) = yi with
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}. Clearly, such a permutation set also satisﬁes || = n!/(n− t)! and D∗() ∩ {2, 3, . . . , n− t} = ∅.
If (n− t2) or (t=1) or (2 t3 and n− t+2 is a power of a prime) or ((t, n) ∈ {(4, 11), (5, 12)}) then there are well-known
sharply t-transitive permutation sets of degree n. Further examples with other parameters are not known. Nonexistence has been
proved for several parameters but there are still many open cases including the existence problem of ﬁnite afﬁne (or projective)
planes. Cf. Bonisoli and Quattrocchi [1], Quistorff [3] and their references.
In the following, a new nonexistence result for sharply multiply transitive permutation sets is proved which solves some cases
unsettled up to now.
Theorem 1. If 4n− t t then there is no sharply t-transitive permutation set of degree n.
Proof. Put s := n− t and ′ := ′0∪′1 with ′j := { ∈ S2s | j =|M()∩{1, 2, . . . , s+2}|}. Clearly,D∗(′)={2, 3, . . . , s}.
For every  ∈ ′1 there is exactly one x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s+2}with (x) ∈ {s+3, s+4, . . . , 2s}. Hence, |′1|=(s+2)(s−2)(s−2)!.
Because of |′0| = (s − 2)!, one gets |′| = (s − 2)!(s2 − 3).
Assume that  ⊆ Sn is a sharply t-transitive permutation set of degree n. Then the (t − s)-fold derivation, i.e., the stabilizer
 := {2s+1,2s+2,...,n} is a sharply s-transitive permutation set of degree 2s, implying on the one hand
|| · |′| = (2s)!
s! (s − 2)!(s
2 − 3)> (2s)!.
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On the other hand, the mentioned result of Frankl and Deza [2] yields
|| · |′|(2s)!.
This contradiction concludes the proof. 
E.g., the cases (t, n)= (11, 22) and (t, n)= (13, 26) are now solved.
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